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Alex Morel

It's this enormous influence that is almost unavoidable. The
intersection of film and still photography that continually inform one
another, pushing each medium forward into wider possibilities. In
Alex's pictures there is a feeling of something staged versus that of
happenstance, like the snapshot versus the "decisive moment." Using
the drama of available light he presents us with anonymous figures.

Though they may be members of his family, or his friends, this bears
little weight upon the viewer's interpretation because each of his
images keeps us at a distance by using the veil of cloth, rain, reflection
or shadow to create a mood rather than a concrete description.
Black and white film is somewhat quicker at cutting to the point with
shadows and provides for an enormous amount of drama here.
Without the distraction of color and it's feeling of contemporaneity,
these images look as if they could be drawn from today, or the days of
Manuel Alvarez Bravo, or the film stills of Hollywood's heyday era in
which elaborate sets provided the backdrop for actions timed and
sequenced. The only clues that hint at modernity are the skyscrapers,
the cars, and the shell station sign that seem anachronistic when
pictured alongside the picket fence, the mosquito net and the rocking chair.
Alex's work may be dramatic, but it is unthreatening. He isolates
moments of solitude that then reflect back into the environment that
is sharply defined by geometric forms. It is particularly the reflection
caught in the window pane of a hotel room that gives me the feeling of
being disembodied when juxtaposed against the multiplicity of lights
in the cityscape - a feeling not so foreign to a lot of us who have
resided in major cities and find ourselves inescapably alone even
amongst the noise of stimulus. Here Alex manages to reduce the
figure, as with all his portraits to another element of the environment,
rather than a personality unto itself.
Having studied under Allen Frame at ICP, I'm pretty sure that Alex
was influenced by Frame's exquisite sensitivity when it comes to
gesture, silhouettes and the narrative sensibility of motion pictures.
Yet Alex's work diverges for it is sharper and less ambiguous, I feel
less connected to his subjects and more entranced by the formal
nature of his compositions. This is the beauty of photography
though, for it has a long standing tradition of teachers and students
that work off of one another, are informed and inspired by each other,
that work off of one another, are informed and inspired by each other,
and whom cultivate strong bonds that are most oftentimes found in
the dialectic of visual codes rather than the rhetoric of common
speech. Each of us as photographers are indebted to our ancestry in a
sense, and in this world of images it is an exchange, an homage and
almost an inevitability that references arise. You can track schools of
thought and philosophies through tutelage that stems down from
Lisette Model, Minor White, Ansel Adams and others into the teachers
of today.
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